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SFF Kic ks

Off

Friends and Family
Flyback Program
EDITED BY SusAN FoxMAN,

RG CoNTRIBUTING EDITOR

do you feel are the most distinguished law
school professors at the UM law school?

After a couple of fly backs, students
often long for the warmth and comfort of
home, or perhaps the fun and camarade
rie of a friend's place, but feel obligated
to stay in the sterile, lonely hotel rooms
provided by the firm. But now there is
an excuse-the Hotel-Voucher Program,
which allows students to donate to Stu
dent Funded Fellowships (SFF) without
spending a dime.
Starting this recruiting season, stu
dents with fly-backs can choose to stay
with friends or family members instead
of in a hotel room. In return, the host
firm donates the money allocated to the
hotel room to SFF, who then awards
grants to students working in public in
terest summer jobs.
SFF developed the program along
with the Office of Career Services (OCS)
in response to students who wanted to
support SFF in ways besides simply writ
ing a check. "SFF is always looking for

See MANN, p. 6

See SFF PROGRAM, p. 2

Professor Ronald Mann, formerly of Washington University School of Law, now
spends his days enlightening the denizens of Hutchins Hall.

THE MANN SPEAKS

An Interview with Professor Ronald J. Mann
BY GR EG CooKSEY,

RG CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

The Law School's newest professor
recently took a moment to sit down and
talk with the RG. Professor Ronald Mann
graduated from the University of Texas
Law School and was a law clerk to Jus
tice Lewis F. Powell of the Supreme Court
of the United States. He was also an as
sistant to the Solicitor General of the
United States, where his responsibilities
included briefing and arguing cases in
volving commercial, bankruptcy, bank-

ing, and immigration issues. Before that,
he spent four years as a commercial real
estate lawyer in Houston. He comes to
the Law School from Washington Uni
versity School of Law, and his current
research focuses on the dynamics of se
cured lending, among many other things.

RG: From a national perspective, who

Start.· the Presses!

infra

Media Change of The Docket Put On Hold

BY REB�KAH fiARVEY,

RGCON'IRIBUTING EDITOR
·At th¢ beginning of tbis semester,
the administration. announced
that in a
.
departure from prior pr ac ti c e, The
Docket, the official adll1inistration com�
munique, would be a vailale via e-mail
·only. :Seforethis yea,r The Docket was
.

.

distributed in hard copy to the stTJdent

.pendaflexes.

··

·

··

The Docke�, a. weekly publication,.
contains information about current

events, activities, and progra1IlS. spon-·
sored by the administration and offers .
general information about various Law
School and campus activitiys.
The administration's plan was that
.
The Docket would appear in campus e
mailboxes on Monday morning; students
would still be responsibltdor all infot�
mation published within.
However, because of an overwhelm�
ing student response criticizing the; switch
SeeDOCI{ET, p.. 7
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·
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SFF PROGRAM
continued from p.

1

innovative ways to raise money," SFF co-chair Adam Epstein
said. "We are committed to funding as many applicants as
humanly possible this year."
Approximately 60 firms have signed onto the program. A
list of participating firms was included in the OCS interview
ing packet and an updated chart is posted outside Room 200.
Student response to the program has been positive. "I like
staying with my friends, and it's even better knowing I'm help
ing a good cause, said Elliot Regenstein, a 2L participating in
on-campus recruiting. "Besides," he continued, "I already own
three towels."
''I'm interviewing in cities where I have friends, so when
it's convenient to stay with them, I will," said 2L Megan Benett.
Firms have agreed that a student's participation in the pro
gram will have no effect on that student's evaluation. "It's not
always going to work out for every person on every flyback
but if everyone used it just once, five more students could get
funded for public interest work," Epstein said.
Last summer, SFF gave over 50 grants of $3,000 to stu
dents who worked in public interest positions ranging from the
U.S. Attorney's office in San Diego to the Family Law Project
in Ann Arbor. Hopefully, with the new flyback program in
place, even more grants will be available for the summer of
1998.

BROBECK
PH LEGER&
HARRISON
LLP

S C H 0 T TENS TE IN, Z 0 X 8 0 UNN
An 80-Lawyex;

Full Service Law Fi=.

in Columbus, Ohio

invites you to interview with
Michigan Law School alunmus
David R. Eberhart '92
of our firm on
Friday, October

•

10, 1997.

The Huntington Center
41 South High Street
Columbus, Ohio 43215
(614) 221-3211

��!��=� 21
your placement office.

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

Learn more about us:
www.brobeck.com
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Supreme Court Joun:aslist Oilers StuJents Knowlecl�, Experience
BY MICHAEL SACHS

RG NEWS & POLITICS EDITOR
The Supreme Court is one of those
august bodies in our society about which
most laypeople don't know a whole
heckuva of a lot. It doesn 't get the media
scrutiny that the President or Congress,
or even state and local governments, re
ceive on a daily basis. Sure, every May
or June, a handful of "big" opinions come
down the pike and we remember that a
third branch of government still exists.
But there is a select group of broad
cast and print reporters that cover the Su
preme Court as part of their daily beat.
They have a difficult assignment - writ
Visiting Professor Anthony Collings, formerly of CNN, now spends his days
ing stories for the masses that are both
enlightening
the denizens of the College of Communications.
understandable and conversational, but
also covering very complex and techni
during the Fall 1997 semester, one of a Supreme Court Press Officer about the
cal subject matter in which mistakes can which focuses on media coverage of the stripes, and got the reply that Rehnquist
be easily made. (For example, how many Supreme Court. Required reading for that believed it proper for him to stand out
times have the local papers suggested that
seminar includes Bob Woodward's late from the other Justices.
when the Supreme Court denied certio
1970's critically-acclaimed work on the
Another time, an attorney referred to
rari on a case, they also approved of the Burger court, The Brethren. According Rehnquist as merely "Justice Rehnquist."
lower court ruling? Ouch ! )
to Collings, the purpose of the class is to Rehnquist replied by furrowing his brow
Those reporters are few and far be
"gain an understanding of why the media and stating, "That's C h i ef Justice
tween, but one of them is on the Ann Ar
covers the Supreme Court in the way they Rehnquist." Collings laughs: "The attor
bor campus for the 1997-98 school year.
do, and take a critical look at that cover- ney couldn't believe he might have lost
Anthony Collings, a reporter who has
age. "
the case because he didn't call Rehnquist
covered stories for the Associated Press
'Chief Justice.'"
His other seminar is on Foreign News
("AP"), Newsweek, and most recently Reporting, a timely topic considering the
Another story proves that CHIEF
CNN, for more than thirty years, is teach
recent deaths of Princess Diana and JUSTICE Rehnquist either has a droll
ing at the College of Communications in
Mother Teresa. Both seminars are filled sense of humor or doesn't understand the
the Freisz Building (State and Washing
with mostly undergraduate communica
American media. Many times, the most
ton). Collings has
important opinions of the term are all
tions students,
covered foreign
though others made public on the same day, which both
On justice Clarence Tho
news for the length
ers reporters because they often can't do
are welcome.
mas. "He doesn't read the
of his career, but his
Collings car justice to each one of them in their sto
last five years has
ries
many ries. When Collings and other reporters
paper . . . he doesn't ask
seen the majority of
memories with asked Rehnquist why the Court didn't
questions during oral argu
his duties center
him from his space out more of their end-of-term opin
around the Su
Supreme Court ions during the course of the week, the
ments . . . he doesn't want
preme Court and
days, especially Chief Justice blandly replied, "You don't
to do interviews. "
other law-related
those of Chief have to write the story of the opinion on
assignments.
Justice William the same day we release it. "
Collings recently left CNN and de
Collings says, "I' m not sure if he was
Rehnquist.
cided to try the academic avenue for at
"One of the funniest things I ever joking or not."
least one year. "My eldest son said it saw," Collings remembers, "Rehnquist
Other recollections of Collings:
would be a good thing for me to do, "
showed up at oral arguments one day and
Justice Clarence Thomas. "He
Collings reasoned, "so I figured I would
his robe had these gold stripes on it across doesn't read the paper . . . he doesn't ask
try it."
the sleeve. We had never seen those be questions during oral arguments . . . he
Collings is teaching two seminars fore." Collings and pther reporters asked
See COLLINGS, p. 6
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\1\1 inston & Strawn on campus October 6 and 7.
Interviewing for Chicago, New York, and Washington, D.C. offices.

Across

24. Center of campus rarely traveled

I. Cable Channel

26. __ space

2. Where most of the class sits
5. U.C.C. advocate

29. It's

9. What every law student dreams

30. Congressman(OK, he used to

of(plus or minus)

10. ___ student (Abbr. for
hospital type)

II. ___Jordan
12. A big one is only 800 calories or
so at the golden arches.

13. And so begins a simile
15. Hamlet soliloquy
16. A vehicle commonly seen at
college tailgates (Abbr.)

17. Res ___ loquitur
19. Turns red over the mention of
police search

20. Famous UM law grad middle
name (OK, Darth Vader)

22. Never talk to strangers, except
in this room (Roman Num.)

21. Governmental recommended

Down

by law students
__

when followed by a

vowel sound
sing "I Got You Babe")

31. Big party
34. Michigan fits like one
36. Lennon soul mate
37. Half of Tolstoy's classic
38. One likely to sit in the front row
41. Last
in Paris
43. Twelve
men
45. Bean Co. for duck shoes
46. Length of Ann Arbor winters
47. Sportscaster ___ Cross
48. Rivals Seinfeld for Thursday
night favorite
49. Religious figure

50. Chipati man
52. Ale
53. Friend to Larry and Curly

intake(Abbr.)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Fortune and

__
_

Same as 15 across
At home in the garden
Above
Caffeine for your computer
May make you cry, but it's not
in Jerusalem

7.
8.
10.
14.

Opposite of square
Tax man (Abbr.)
Women's rights advocate

Winston & Strawn name
partner(_ Strawn)

15. English advocates
16. Where little reading is actually
done

18. When you're too warm, it doesn't
work; when you forget your

23. How to get through your first
year

25. John John venture
27. Expression of inquiry
28.
Wisconsin
30. Pauper
32. Finished
33. Simpleton
35. Computer network(Abbr.)
39. Labor lawyers milieu
40. ___ has left the building
42. Phrase not to use in an
interview: "Where's your

firm

"

44. Ten will get you a decade
47. Big Blue parent(Abbr.)
51. Fonner UM coach

sweater, it's blasting; and the
Lawyer's Club doesn't have
it(Abbr.)
*Answers in this issue
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BY LARRY SAGER,

RG CONTRIBUTING EDITOR
Right about now, students are hav

ing dreams about showing up to inter
views in their underwear.
Commandeered by the Brain Po

& all the ACLU-haters se
cretly listening to Rush Limbaugh on
headphones: You are sitting at home
watching a rented movie, when there's a
knock at the door and . .. it's the police.

lice. For R.S.

Not only do they know that you have in
your possession said rental video, but they
are at your door to confiscate it. They
have used the store records to track you
(and the tape) down.
Can't happen here? The Oklahoma
(Owwh-kla-howwhma) City police seized
all copies of the "The Tin Drum" from
six video outlets, citizen's homes, and the
public library. In fact, an ACLU attorney
was watching the film to familiarize him
self with its contents in order to oppose a
judge's ruling to ban the film when the
police interrupted him and "it became
clear they were not going to leave with
out it."
Besides the Gestapo ransacking
people's homes, I know that "The Tin
Drum" won the 1979 Oscar for best for
eign film. The encouraging part is that
the wheels of justice crank slowly in Okla
homa, since they are just getting around
to confiscating a film that came out 20
years ago. Apparently, everyone in town
has seen all the "Hey Vern" movies and
by some fluke, someone rented "The Tin
Drum" thinking it had to do with the col
lege football team's marching band.
Note: In most cases the above sce

nario can be avoided by renting movies
at Blockbuster; they have the objection
able parts edited out of their movies. No,
I am not kidding. However, in this in
stance Blockbuster overlooked the cen
soring, but did the next best thing-giv
ing out the names of their customers who
rented the objectionable material.

The North University Scene. The
Hare Krishnas need to do something about
that tune. A great catchy rhythm, but that
hook has been played to death. Show a
little versatility, add some new lyrics,
write a bridge or something. Even AC/
DC throws in an occasional fourth chord
(in their later period), nevertheless, you
can still sing "Highway To Hell" to any
of their songs. And why do they shave
their heads and call themselves Hare?
FEMINISM, there's hope yet. In

their latest promotion featuring the RG
top ten list, the non-hierarchical Michi
gan Journal of Gender is enthusiastically
looking for new members. Having a sense
of humor isn't so bad . . . Upcoming is
sues will include poetry, and wide-rang
ing, diverse articles on topics such as
"Same Sex Sexual Harassment," and
"The Legal Consequences of Widowhood
in Nigeria."
Tort of the week. While gardening
at h is home adjacent to London ' s
Heathrow airport, a n 8 0 year-old man was
almost killed when a block of ice the size
of a sack of potatoes consisting of vari
ous and assorted waste materials was
ejected from an airplane. The block of
ice exploded upon impacting the ground,
scattering shards of ice, breaking the
man's shoulder and smashing the win
dows in his house. Airport authorities
require him to "take down the number of
an aircraft in such circumstances," in or
der to make a liability claim.
Toto, we're not in Kansas any

After the vital geographical and
population analysis offered at the World
of Law's California Job Talk, the only
thing lacking from the presentation (be
sides useful information) was familiariz
ing students with the Richter scale and
other numerical methods of earthquake
measurement. The numbers of magnitude
represent exponential energy level in
creases: a 5.0 quake causes 100 times
more shaking and ground motion than a
3.0 quake, and is actually one thousand
times more "energetic." The scale goes
up to ten, for the sake of having a round
number. A 9.0 quake represents total tec
tonic destruction.
But, the "quake experience" differs
more.

in more ways than numerical value. There
is the gently rolling quake, the body slam,
the double body slam, the gradual ere-
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scendo, and combinations of all the
above: a gently rolling wave followed by
a JOLT, roll, slam, relax and b-b-breath,
two, three, four, and shake . . . .
After the World Series stopper Lorna
Prieta quake, folks in the Bay Area re
mained skittish as hundreds of sizable
jolts and after-shocks hit for months af
terwards. A door could slam and people
would dive under a desk. Feeling your
first good solid tremor is exciting, but
when all the stuff in your house gets
turned upside down, and the television
flies out the living room window, your
attitude changes.
There is further differentiation de
pending on the proximity of your loca
tion to the epicenter. One person's gentle
rolling motion is another person's hard
jolt. Example: one fine beautiful sunny
day, I am at work, talking on the telephone
with a financial backer, whose office is
located across the bay, thirty miles east
of San Francisco. The building I am in
starts to shake. "Did you feel that," I ask
him. "No," he says. "I think we just had
an earthquake." "I didn' t feel anything,"
he says. "I may abruptly hang-up if this
gets any worse." "Oh yeah," he says,
being familiar with our single-story build
ing, "that place could crumble." Right
then there's a giant THUD, more shak
i n g , the walls rattle and then stop.
"There's another one," I say excitedly,
jumping from my chair. "Did you feel
that?" "No," he says, increasingly con
cerned. "That shook the whole building,"
I tell him. "I could hear it over the phone,"
he says, "but we didn't feel it here."
We figure the epicenter is close by,
and it can' t be that serious of a quake. We
continue talking business. Then there's a
slamming noise, another THUD, and a
shiver goes through the entire building.
"Wow," I say, "there's another. The whole
place is shaking." "Yes," he affirms, "I
definitely felt that one, you better get out
of there." I hang up the phone, and the
rest of our office runs out of our creak
ing, squeaking building. Oddly, we are
the only folks standing out in the street.
Then I look up and notice the roof. There
are five men with butt-cracks and a wheel
barrow atop the building re-doing the tar
and gravel roof.
So, for those seeking a job, a free trip,

Please see LARRY'S WORLD, p. 7
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Collings

continued from p. 3

Godfrey
=Kahil

doesn't want to do interviews." Collings also notes that he will
be on the term a very long time: "He's in terrific health."
The best oral argument he ever saw:

Rust

v.

Sullivan.

"Laurence Tribe and [Justice Scalia] had a great exchange . . ..
They were both head and shoulders above the others in under
standing the issues. It was like a verbal heavyweight fight, and
very exhilarating."
On the trial of Oliver North, which he also covered: As
part of the case against North, the prosecutor had brought in
evidence that North had made a down payment on a Chevy
Suburban for $8,000 in cash. When North acted outraged at
the prosecutor 's innuendo, the prosecutor replied by wanting
to know from where the money came. North replied that the
money came from the change in his pockets which he'd accu
mulated over the years. Collings: "I looked at the jury, and you
could tell that they didn't believe a word he was saying."
Collings is very happy to finally be placed in an environ
ment where he has the time to think for the first time in a long
while - even though he only has a one-year term with the
University of Michigan.
And, he's very happy to be a resource for students to ques
tion and probe about his experiences and knowledge.
He has both of those in mass quantities.

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

A 93-attomey, full-service business law firm
in Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
and two of its nine Michigan Law School alumni:
Dudley J. Godfrey, Jr.
Mark C. Witt

'5
2
'94

welcome second year law students to interview
with our firm on Friday, September 26, 1997.
We also welcome third year law students to interview for positions
in our business restructuring (bankruptcy/creditors' rights), employee benefits,
estate planni ng and financial institutions (banking law) departments.
The lawyers of Godfrey

& Kahn

are proud of our strong relationship with Michigan Law School,
and our I 997 summer program included
four Michigan Law students.

Mann

continued from p.

1

(Professor Mann mentions professors
such as Catherine MacKinnon, Jim White,
Yale Kamisar, Doug Kahn, Jerry Israel,
Terry Sandalow, and James Boyd White
preceded by words such as 'obviously'
and 'clearly').
Mann: I happen to think very, very
highly-for my own purposes-of the
things that Brian Simpson, Richard Fried
man and Bill Miller have written, al
though I think that their audience is a little
more insular in some ways.
If you asked about people who are
currently being academically productive,
you'd get a different type of perspective.
I think most people would say that Rick
Pildes, Kyle Logue, and Steve Croley are
three very, very well known, productive
people in a different kind of way. They
are very young; they do not have the cor
pus of work that some of those people
have. Those are just three people, that, if
you asked, 'So, does Michigan have any
exciting people doing exciting things?' , I

think you would here about Rick, Kyle,
and Steve. I certainly had them in mind
the first time that Jeff Lehman called me
on the phone. I am excited to get the op
portunity to work with people like that.

RG: Considering the fact that a few of
the law school's professors will be end
ing their distinguished careers in the not
so-distant future, the recruitment of tal
ented replacements seems to be a present
concern.
It has been mentioned that Michigan
may have trouble attracting professors
with your credentials due to the fact that
Ann Arbor simply does not offer the pro
fessional opportunities for spouses in ad
dition to the cultural experiences that a
big city can offer. Did this affect your
decision to come to Ann Arbor?

Mann: First, I think that it is unlikely that
those who have made those comments are
saying that the law school has trouble at
tracting people like me. And I don't think
that anybody really thinks that by hiring
me you are successfully replacing Jim

White. I think that people think that you
need to have more than one person here
who is interested in teaching Commercial
Transactions, since you have something
like four hundred people who want to take
it every year. I do not think that even Jim
wants to teach it, really, every year, be
cause I think there are other things that
he would rather teach. And when four
hundred people want to take it every year,
and with the number of students that re
ally want to take it from him, he just has
to teach it once, if not twice, every year.
I think that now that I am here, he can
teach it less, which is something that I
think he wants.
As far as the difficulty of attracting
people, the cultural aspects of Detroit and
Ann Arbor were positively attractive to
us. Part of that is that we are big Ameri
can League baseball fans. We are big
Baltimore Orioles fans. You can see the
Orioles here a lot more than you can in
St. Louis-which is where I was before
or in Los Angeles-which is the other
place I could have been. This is Ameri-

see MANN, p. 8
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JENNER & BLOCK
invites second-year
& third-year students
(including prospective
judicial clerks)
to interview with us on

The lall'ye rs oflenner &

Bloc/i are proud

of ils close ties 10 the Michigan La11·

Thursday, September 25
&
Friday, September 26

School: 18 of our partners and 14 of our
associates are lvlichigan Law alumni.
Our

1997 summer program included nine

Mi c hiJ:;m7 Law slltdel1fs.

Jenner & Block is one of the
nation 's premier law firms,

with 365 attorneys practicing
in virtually every area
of the law.

We encourage law students who may be interested in our Chicago office to
schedule interviews with us. If you are unable to secure an interview slot,
please leave your resume with one of our interviewers.

Larry's World
continuedfrom p. 5

or just a two-year California sabbatical,
memorize the following magnitude iden
tification chart. No need for carrying
large cumbersome measuring equipment
around, sure enough, you too can be one
savvy California earthquake expert:

"There's something in the kitchen
rattling the dishes."
3.2
"There's a group ofsomething in the
kitchen rattling the dishes. "
3.6
"Why are all those car alarms going
off?" = 4.1
"How come the street is moving up
and down? = 4.7
(Stupid question; obviously a tourist.)
"I am not a crook." = Dick Nixon.
=

=

Just checking if you're paying attention.

"Dear, I think a truck just rammed
into the house." = 5.2
"Am I going to die while sitting on
the toilet?" = 6.0
" We don't have to worry about
whether to repair the deck anymore."
=

6.5

"The grand piano used to be over
here. " = 7.1
"We've decided to sleep on the drive
way for a few nights." = Aftershocks
from a 7.1
" I am not wacko... " = Michael
Jackson. And he's not a child-molester
either.

their most popular subject for mindless
gossip dying on them. However, they
soon realized that in a few months, sto
ries will be rolling: sightings of Princess
Di playing craps in Las Vegas with Elvis.
Job security and big bucks, the tabloids
will milk the thing for the next thirty
years.

"Ifwe use dynamite, that should stop
the fire." = 8.3
... there was a young boy named . ..
Raccoon . ... Monday morning, Ypsilanti

police arrested a "highly agitated" man
for selling six ounces of raccoon pituitary
glands in a small leather pouch to an un
dercover officer. The man refused to iden
tify himself, but officers described him
as "that Ronald McDonald guy." Also
taken into custody along with McDonald,
a scantily clad Tammy Faye Baker. In re
cent months, there have been rumors of
McDonald's marital infidelity.
Dead Di. Mother Teresa dies and all
we hear about is Diana. Of course, the
tabloids were in a complete panic with

Docket

continued from p.

1

from paper to cyber (especially during the
on-campus interviewing season when
availability of computer resources is re
duced), the administration announced on
September 17th that until the kinds are
worked out, The Docket will continue to
be published on paper.

[Watch the RG for further develop
ments. A more in-depth story will appear
in the next issue. ]
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continued from p. 6

can League East territory. We also think
Ann Arbor is a great place to live.
As far as employment opportunities
for spouses, that is a problem that U of M
has. My wife, for example, is a lawyer.
She was working in a big firm in St. Louis,
and it's hard to duplicate that here. It defi
nitely made it harder for us to decide to
come here, and it took us a year longer to
get here because of that.

RG: What classes are you interested in
teaching, and would you teach a first year
course?

22.,

1997

produce proportional dividends in the job
search. Besides the fact that this person
apparently had a 4.0 at Harvard Law
School and won't have trouble finding a
job, do you give any credence to his ar
guments?

Mann: I think that would be a mistake. I
think that there are experiences and skills
that you get out of being on Law Review
that cannot be duplicated by most of the
other things that you can do in law school.
I think that if you want to later pursue an
academic career it will be a red flag on
your resume if you were not on a journal
while you were in school. Many people
that have those kind of grades at Harvard,
or here for that matter, might want to have
a teaching career later.

which is a reputable undergraduate school
in Texas. Also, I was certain I was going
to continue to practice in Texas. Texas is
a very good law school if you are going
to practice in Texas, and it is a very good
law school generally.

RG: What legal figure do you most re
spect?

Mann: Lewis Powell, Jr.
RG: In your relations with the Supreme
Court Justices, which Justice do you think
had the best sense of humor?

Mann: Bill Rehnquist.

Mann: The courses that I am going to
RG: What was the most interesting case
teach this year are Real Estate Transac
you worked on at the
tions, CommerSupreme Court?
cial Transactions,
'�s far as the difficulty of attracting people,
and Intellectual
Mann: Pennzoil Co.
Property. Instead the cultural aspects of Detroit and Ann Arbor v. Texaco
of a Commercial
Transactions Sur
were positively attractive to us. Part of that RG: What was the
vey, I would like
most interesting case
is that we are big American League baseball that you worked on
to restructure the
Commercial curin the Solicitor
ans."
riculum i n t o a
General's office?
larger number of
more detailed courses. I would prefer to
Mann: BFP v. Resolution Trust Corpo
Secondly, I think it helps you in prac ration
teach a specific class in Financial Systems
and a separate class in Secured Credit. tice, because it is a different kind of ex
However, I do not think that would fit into perience than what you do in classes and RG: How did you get to be such a big
it's a more interactive kind of experience
our curriculum with the present number
Baltimore Orioles fan?
that is conducive to helping you get the
of professors that we have.
kind of skills that will be useful in work. Mann: Cal Ripken. When we were first
I am also interested in teaching an In
ternational Business Transactions course. You have specific tasks-you have to get married, we lived in Washington, D.C. and
them done; you have deadlines; you have
Ideally, I would teach an advanced Real
that is the local team. We are big Cal
Estate Transactions course that I have to work hard; you have to work late in a Ripken fans. We went to see the games
taught before, but I do not think it would way that classes do not really require you
where he tied and broke Lou Gehrig's
fit in here. I would like to teach a first to do. I think it would be a mistake not to record. [Professor Mann canceled classes
year course, but there does not appear to do that. (Professor Mann was Managing in order to attend.] We will see him when
be a great deal of need in that area. I Editor of the Texas Law Review).
he plays in his 3000th game three or four

£

would like to teach Bankruptcy - I really
enjoy teaching, and I would like to teach
a lot of different things because it is ex
citing.

RG: Why did you choose the University
of Texas for law school?

Mann: I grew up in Texas. (Professor
RG: I understand that at least one person
at a top law school recently turned down
a position on that school's law review,
hinting that the experience to be gained
would be marginal, the prestige associ
ated with the position had lessened, and
that the time commitment simply did not

Mann's dog yelped precisely at the men
tioning of his home state). Both of my
parents were life members of the Texas
Exes Association. It was a tremendous
disappointment to my parents that I did
not go to the University of Texas as an
undergrad-I went to Rice University,

years from now. He is very good about
signing autographs for children. He re
ally cares about children a lot. That is
what he is doing all of this for.

RG: Should Pete Rose be in the Hall of
Fame?
Mann: Yes.

Why Interview with

Dechert?

We have a significant transactional practice and handle big deals
like Crown Cork's $5.2 billion acquisition of CarnaudMetalbox

Our litigators are national counsel to Fortune 100 companies in mass
tort class actions and other complex litigation

O ur mutual fund practice continues to get national recognition for its
cutting-edge work

Our emerging growth practice provides patent and corporate advice to
exciting new life science and high-tech companies

O ur pro bono practice gets outstanding results for people in need
Dechert Price & Rhoads invites all
Michigan 2Ls and 3Ls to interview on
Thursday, September 25, 1997
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If we are unable to talk about

ing something like "that this sort of

these isolated events by extreme in

behavior will not be tolerated." Per
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haps a committee will be formed to

about us? That we were the ones that

look at the problem of intolerance.

wrote these inscriptions?

There may even be a special series

agree with what these acts stand for?

presented in which participants take
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bylined articles
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cere it may
be?

We

The cry against intolerance is
but a smooth talk a round
specific incidents.

The cry
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nothing more than a whisper.

have con-

sexual ori
entations,
etc.

and

talk about
t h e s e
events?
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is time to
stop

s e t-
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the

tinued intolerance and the precedent

precedent of making grand gestures

of not being able to address issues

towards the topics of racism, sexism,

head on. We have the precedent of

and the like, and instead it is time to
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The King's Piece
CoMMENTARY BY JEFF "PIT BuLL" KING, SPECIAL TO T HE RG
The Late Fee Fiasco

ment numbers for the summer, then the
(Obviously, no one would argue that we
In yet another exhibtion of adminis
law school must also accept the responsi
must pay our September tuition in June.
trative brilliance, students who enrolled
bility for the adverse consequences suf
Therefore the fact that these students
in this summer's August short courses at
fered by this minority of affected students.
waited until August to pay was only right.)
the law school found themselves charged
If the law school simply failed to forsee
Arguably the more absurd fact is that the
with the full cost of their summer tuition
this problem, I am not surprised. But as
Financial Aid Office had informed some
as early as May 1997, causing undue fi
to the law school's failure to clean its mess
of these same students that their summer
nancial worries, unanswered confusion,
up in a responsible and timely fashion, I
and as of yet still unresolved
am disappointed.
errors in the amounts
I can only hope that
charged. [See Editor's Up Although I clearly am not insinuating
this situation is at once re
date following Mr. King's
that the law school has breached any solved, but my hope has
commentary.]
dwindled much over the past
Instead of waiting until
rules or laws, I must hold my nose in two and a half years. There
the beginining of August to
process these students, the
the face of this issue, for the familiar fore, I shall once again lead a
charge upon the castle. I ask
law school forwarded the in
stench of ill-foresight abounds.
all law students who are af
formation to the University 's
fected by this situation to be
central student accounts ofsure to contact me as soon as
tuition (ranging between two and four
fice in May. I can surmise but one reason
possible so that I may prepapre a full list
thousand dollars) was to come from sum
for doing this: The law school apparently
for the Records Office and diligently pur
mer earnings-earnings they had not yet
gains either a financial benefit or the ap
sue a very simple and quick solution.
earned as early as May and June.
pearance of a greater enrollment for the
One more thing: Whose bright idea
It is only right for the law school to
full four months of summer. Perhaps they
was
it to put a television screen display
offer to correct this errror by ordering the
gain both. Neither is without conse
ing
important
information directly at the
Student Accounts Office to remove these
quence.
base of the most crowded stair case in the
late fees. This is easier than it sounds. I
Although I clearly am not insinuat
law school? As if congestion by the
dare say that some students have failed
ing that the law school has breached any
pendaflexes wasn 't already a major prob
to even notice these late fees. Those law
rules or laws, I must hold my nose in the
lem . . .
students who have raised the issue have
face of this issue, for the familiar stench
of ill-foresight abounds.
The administrators o f this
law school have once again
[see Mr. King's discussion
of legal Ethics classes and
other curriculum offerings
in prior RG issues] failed to
consider how all of the law
students will be affected by

Due to Mr. King's tireless pressure tactics
and the always-diligent efforts of Martha
Cole of the otherwise infamous Records
Office, the improper late fees were being
resolved as the RG went to press.

their actions. I concede that
the law school, generally,
might receive some benefit from this less
than accurate enrollment reporting, but at
what cost?
Here's the reality. Because many stu
dents rightfully ignored the tuition
charges throughout the summer until they
actually began their class in August, these
students were assessed late penalties by
the Univeristy for each passing month.

yet to see the late fees removed from their
accounts. This is despite the best efforts
of certain members of the Records Of
fice staff.
If it is the law school's position that
the administrative cost of dealing with
these late fees is outweighed by the ben
efit of any adiditonal revenues it might
receive by artisically presenting its enroll-

Jeff King, formerly a mem
ber of LSSS for two years,
is generally
considered the Law
School's Watchdog and/or
Godfather. His opinions
appear regularly as a guest
feature to the RG.

EDITOR'S UPDATE:

Due to Mr. King's tireless pressure tac
tics and the always-diligent efforts of
Martha Cole of the otherwise infamous
Records Office, the improper late fees
were being resolved as the RG went to
press.
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BY JASON BLANKENSHIP, RG LINEMAN OF FINE CULTURE

Comedy Central's
South · Park
·

Well, after an extended vacation (hey, you never learn any
thing that first week), I'm back, bringing style and refinement
to the cultural wasteland that is Ann Arbor.
This issue I bring you a little something different, out of
the usual bounds of the Culture Corner. It's been said that tele
vision is a vast cultural wasteland (silly me, I thought that was
a good thing). Well, if this is the case, then Comedy Central is
right smack dab in the middle of that wasteland. For those of
you without cable TV, Comedy Central is one of the perks of
the enhanced idiot box, along with the four ESPN networks,
and the 12 different versions of the Home Shopping Channel.
Occasionally, Comedy Central shows old movies, like Back to
School, or Dirty Rotten Scoundrels, but their real claim to fame
is their original programming. They show reruns of one of the
best cartoons on TV, the Tick ("Spoon ! "), as well as the Daily
Show, hosted by ex-SportsCenter anchor Craig Kilborn. The
Daily Show is a news/commentary show, with Kilborn's insights
into current events, skewering of various celebrities (including
Todd "Willis" Bridges, Rerun from W hat 's Happening, and
Kathy Ireland), and other features, ranging from an expose on

nudist colonies to artificial insemination for pigs.
But, if you really want to wallow in the cesspool of basic
cable, South Park is for you. It's a cartoon on at I 0:00 p.m.
Wednesday night, and is the most vulgar, obscene, tasteless and
offensive show on TV. Needless to say, I love it. The show
features four little boys at South Park Elementary, and revolves
around the adventures they get into. Oh, by the way, one of the
highlights of the show is when Kenny, one of the boys, gets
killed off every week. Thus far, he's been dismembered by a
football team, hit by a meteor, impaled on a flag pole, and
microwaved to a golden brown. You know he's dead when the
rats emerge to feast on his remains. This is not a show for kids.
Another special treat is the Chef. His voice is provided by
Isaac Hayes (Shaft!), who sings songs to the kids to explain the
facts of life. Unfortunately, all the songs sound like they were
written by Barry White. "I want to rub my hands all over your
body." You know, stuff like that.
Anyway, if you want to see TV based on the absolute low
est common denominator, that appeals to your most base in
stincts, South Park is for you.

I DIDN'T KNOW THE DIAG WAS BROKEN
''The Quality RG Column with A Stupid Name"

BY PAUL LUONGO,

RG CONTRIBUTING EDITOR
Do find that watching TV is interfer
ing with your school work?
Do you have to watch TV before
leave the house in the morning?
Do you sit in class wishing you were
watching TV instead?
Are all of your friends on TV?
Would you rather watch TV than in
terview in Room 200?
Do you watch TV alone?
Did you know that it takes less en
ergy to watch TV than it does to eat?

I thought the best use of today's col
umn space, since it wasn't going to be
used as an ad for a law firm or bar prep
course, would be to give some general
advice on integrating law school into your
TV watching schedule. I have done my
research. I purchased the TV Guide "Fall
Preview Issue." [Due to his unfortunate
graduation, Tim Pinto, master of TV
school integration, was unavailable for
consultation. -Eds.]
First, move to Chicago. The time
zone change is a great way to get more
TV watching done at a reasonable hour.
Granted, the commute might suck. How
ever, the hour shift not only gets rid of
that annoying 7PM to 8PM slot (filled

with either a double dose of "Home Im
provement" or "Hard Copy") but gives
you that extra hour after I OPM to chan
nel surf through all sorts of syndicated
garbage ("Melrose Place" on E ! , "Her
cules"f'Xena", Jenny Jones).
Second, skip your Ethics class and
watch "The Simpsons." Lionel Hutz, the
attorney who gives away free gifts (real
faux pearl necklaces, knife sets) with ev
e r y consultation and regrets every
unchased ambulance, is my hero. I think
we can all learn from him.
Third, my highly scientific survey of
the new fall schedule revealed that no
matter when you turn on the TV you will

See DIAG, p. 1 6
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Three Second Memory
BY BRUCE MANNING, RG CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

Bruce Manning had, in 1 989, a green
tune to read a little philosophy and if I
way into Contracts and mangled by sharp
belt in jujitsu.
remember correctly, there were two out
elbowed women (to whom I am afraid to
I think it was Steven Seagal who said
comes
for people who got to talk with
speak . . . ) heading for the pleasures of
"Anticipation of death is worse than death
Socrates:
One, they left humiliated. Two,
Criminal Law. Also, my voice breaks
itself," and I suppose I believed in that
they
slept
with him. Law school policy
when I speak in class. This hasn't hap
quotation a bit before I got here. Not any
frowns
on
sleeping with a faculty mem
pened in years. Intimidation.
more. Now, I realize that I've only made
ber.
Therefore:
humiliation.
Orientati on: I have learned that this
it through three weeks of law school, but
Classes:
I've
noticed
that while I'm regschool practices the Socratic Method. Propermit me to share some
istered for Legal Prac
sagacious observations:
tice, Civil Procedure,
This school practices the Socratic Method. . . I've etc., I seem to have only
The Law Quad: It greatly
resembles the sprawling
read a littlephilosophy and ifI remember correctly, one actual subject mat
gothic high school from an
ter - combat. Check it
there were two outcomes for people who got to out: In the morning my
acne-ridden vampire hor
ror flick. There are lockers
talk with Socrates: One, they left humiliated. Two, Criminal Law professor
in the basement. T hey
starts talking about murthey slept with him.
smell. Someone has
der. And punishment.
scratched some sly bit of
And beatings. In Con
graffiti into the wood of the desk in which
tracts
we
learn
that
we have contract law
fessor, Dean, Assistant Dean-they all
I sit for all of my classes (e.g., "Joe D. is
so
we
don't
beat
on
each other. In Civil
spend valuable breath trying to assure me
a dork"). The stairwells are really quite
Procedure
we
talk
about
the ADVER
that this Method is not meant to humili
terrifying -I half expect some big bad 2
SARY
system.
My
ENEMY,
the OPPOS
ate me, even though they say "Socratic
or 3L to throw me up against the wall and
ING
lawyer.
My
Legal
Practice
profes
Method" the same way you might say
demand my lunch money. I get squished
sor
tells
us
he
comes
from
a
successful
"Chinese Water Torture"-very hushed
in the hallways by big guys muscling their
See MEMORY, next page
and reverent. Now, I've had the misfor-

HUNTON & WILLIAMS
will be interviewing second- and third-year
University ofMichigan law students.
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 1 0, 1 997
University ofMichigan Hutchins Hall 2ndfloor 9:00-4:30
•
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DEDICATED ExcLUSIVELY TO ExcELLENCE IN
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
THROUGHOUT THE WoRLD

FINNEGAN, HENDERSON,
FARABOW, GARRETT & DUNNER,

L.L.P.

will be conducting on--campus interviews on
Thursday, October 9, 1 997
As one of the largest intellectual property firms in the world, we offer a diverse practice
in patent, trademark, and copyright law and in complex litigation conducted throughout
the United States. We hope to add to our experience and depth of practice.
We look forward to meeting with you.
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practice. Then, he tells us to stay healthy and exercise. He's in
fantastic shape. Does he kick the other lawyers into submis
sion? In Torts, we study the prima facie case for battery, which
seems to involve beating on someone. Our first case is Vosburg
v. Putney, which is ail about kids beating on each other. Com

W I NTHROP
A PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION

bat.

Professors seem to like hypos that begin, "Say you get killed
in a car accident. . ." and then they call on someone to answer
the problem-and suddenly I'm reminded of Mr. Seagal's wise
words. They want the student to anticipate their own demise.
Also, have you ever noticed how Steven Seagal likes to phi
losophize while he beats the crap out of people? They get double
humiliation: they get pounded and then talked at. This is what is
supposed to happen in class. You know, Yale Kamisar is Above
the Law and I'm On Deadly Ground.
Yes, law school comes down to the classes. And, the classes
are basically about intimidation, humiliation, and combat. Ergo,
Steven Seagal is actuaily the ultimate lawyer. People are scared
of him. After he "talks" with people, they leave humiliated.
Finally, his arguments seem to have an unusual force (nothing
like making your point by throwing the other guy through a
wall).
That said, next time I get cailed on in class I'm going to
launch a flying kick at the lectern . . .

The law firm of Winthrop & Weinstine, PA.,
with offices in Minneapolis and St. Paul
will be interviewing second-year law students
of the University ofMichigan Law School
on Thursday, October 9.

Please contact the
Law School Placement Office
to reserve an interview time.

3200 World Trade Center

3000 Dain Bosworth Plaza

30 East 7th Street

60 South 6th Street

Saint Paul, Minnesota 55101

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402

612.290.8400

612.347.0700

Fax 612.292.9347

Fax 612.347.0600
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H a s Yo u r A n swers

Winston & Strawn will be on campus Octcber 6 and 7.
I nterviewing for Chicago, New York, and Washingtcn, D.C. offices.
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b e able watch either a police, FBI, private investigator, law
firm or courtroom drama. Take advantage of this tremendous
opportunity. Learn what it is like to really work in a law firm
(do no work, have lots of sex). Augment your criminal law
courses with extended TV watching. Have fun with it. Pre
tend you are Professor Kamisar when watching every cop show
interrogation scene. Do your own flailing hand motions. Yell
at the TV.
Finally, I'd like to speak to the entrepreneurs out there.
(Someone please pass this along to the B School). The great
est new electronic communications medium of the twentieth
century is not, as many would have you believe, the 1 -900
number. It's not the cell phone. And it's not even the Internet.
It is "Pop-Up Videos" on VH- 1 . The retention rate for infor
mation presented in this format to the average Sesame S treet
Generation member is stunning. (I chose to define the Sesame
Street Generation as all of those 35 and younger up to the
Barney Generation). Imagine what could be achieved if Com
mercial Law outlines could be presented in Pop-up Video for
mat. Just think, you could sit there, on your ass, doing noth
ing, watching a B eastie Boys video and learning all about Torts.
The possibilities, as they say, are endless: U2 on International
Human Rights Law; Prince on Trademarks; Madonna on Sex
Equality...

LocKE PuRNELL RAIN IIARRELL
A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION

A Tradition of Service for Over a Century

Estllblished in 1891, this 200-attorneyfirm (including nine University ofMichigan alumni)
has brood-based and substantilll experience in major practice areas including: Antitrust,
Banking, Bankruptcy, Commerr:illl LitigatWn, Corporate & Securities, Employee Benefits,
Environmental, Estate Planning, Fin.ancilll Institutions, Franchise & Distribution, Health
Care, Hospitolity, Intellectual Property, InteT'IUitional, Labor and Employment, LiJigatiDn,
Media and Communications, Oil & Gas, Protbu:Js Lillbility, Public Finance, Real Estate,
Tax, Technology, Telecommunications & Public Uti/ilks, ToU Road Development &
Representation, and Transportation.
Dol/as
2200 Ross Avenue, Suite 2200
Dallas, TX 75201-6776
Tel: (214) 740-8000
Fax: (214) 740-8800
Austin
100 Congress Avenue, Suite 300

Austin, TX 78701-4042
Tel: (512) 305-4700
Fax: (512) 305-4800

New Orloms
601 Poydras, Suite 2400
New Orleans,

LA

70130-6036

Tel: (504) 558-5100
Fax: (504) 558-5200
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BA CK PAGE NEWS
MALICIOUS TOR TFEASORS REIGN SUPREME
Summer Staner Intramural Softball Team Takes Championship, \Vith Style
BY ERIC A. FULLER,RG CONTRIBUTING ·EDITOR

Without doubt, the greatest achieve
ment of the 1997 summer starters was the
incredible p e rformance of the law
school's intramural softball team, better
known as our very own "Learned Hand's
Malicious Tortfeasors." This might be the
greatest Cinderella story in modern sports
since the surprise upset victory of the U.S.
Olympic Hockey team over the Soviets
at the Lake Placid Winter Olympics in

were behind by close to ten runs in the
current game, which they ended up los
ing 1 6-7. But everyone was having too
good of a time to care about the score.
Then, like a bird shot out of a can
non, came the miracle of the summer of
1 997! It looked like the team pretty much,
well, sucked. But the fans didn't care.
There were many games where the op
posing side couldn 't even field a full ros
ter, and yet more than 15 or 20 law stu
dents came to cheer on the home team and

catcher Nora Fitzgerald (I don't think she
has a printable nicknam e ) led the
Tortfeasors to the season's one and only
regular season victory ! It was a proud
moment for all the players and fans.
The LHM Tortfeasors ended the
regular season with a somewhat dubious
record of 1-3-2, but for an unexplained
reason, the ties were counted as wins, and
the 'Feasors players were often heard
1 980.
proudly claiming a .500 season. Not spec
tacular perhaps, but it was good enough
I can proudly say that I was there on
that placid and balmy day in
to get them into the playoffs.
early June when Lauren
And that w as all this
"Stret c h " Schmidt, the
Th e LHM Tortfeasors ended th e regular sea scrappy bunch of underdogs
founder, head coach, and
needed . . . this one chance
son with a somewhat dubious record of 1 -3- at glory !
first baseman of the
2, but for an unexplained reason, the ties were
Each playoff game was
Tortfeasors, said something
a hard fought battle, and the
to the effect of, "Hey, we
counted as wins, and the 'Feasors players
'Feasors were often looking
should have some intramuwere often heardproudly claiming a .500 sea- grimly into the face of de
raJ sports around here . "
feat late in the games-but
Skeptics scoffed at the idea.
son.
They wondered how little,
each time they managed to
busy 1 L's in their first sepull off a miracle. Finally,
it was the big day-one
mester could be expected to
have a beer or three. I think all 2 1 of the
game for the undisputed Co-Rec Intramu
devote time to a softball team. Hah ! They
players (yes, a full quarter of the class was
said no one would show up, especially not
ral Softball championship of the world !
on the roster) would agree that they owe
The 'Feasors were serious underdogs, and
around exam time.
the championship to their devoted fans,
the opposition started off strong, taking a
Well, they were wrong. Way wrong.
who never wavered in their support of the
commanding lead early in the game. Sud
The first game at Elbel Field off Hill
'Feasors.
denly, in a single inning, the Tortfeasors
Street was a doubleheader on a night
The games became a summer ritual.
scored too many runs to count, going
when we had plenty of reading to do. Af
Practices were apparently suspended af
through the entire batting order, and tak
ter being studious for a while, I took a
ter a player who shall remain nameless
ing a lead that they would never relin
break and wandered down to catch the end
tried to hop a fence and ended up getting
quish.
of the second game. To my complete
her shorts ripped off and mooning the
The final out of the game and the
amazement, counting participants and
entire
team-but
the
games
were
attended
season
came on a pop fly to left field that
spectators, there were probably close to
landed
neatly in the glove of John "War
religiously.
Big
stick
and
star
outfielder
40 law students sitting on the bleachers,
John
"Slacks"
Grandon
made
a
continual
path" Horvath. This unlikely "Bad News
creating an unbelievably obnoxious
fashion statement throughout the season,
Bears" team of clumsy lawyer wannabes,
amount of noise! Through the cheers and
and was soon imitated by his admiring
these Learned Hand 's Malicious
chants, I asked one of my classmates for
teammates. The team began to improve,
the score. I assumed that, considering the
Tortfeasors, were now and forever . . . the
spurred on by the thunderous pitching of Champions !
enthusiasm of the crowd, our Tortfeasors
Tommy "Dr. K." Klein. Finally, the in
must have been soundly thrashing the
timidating mental game of outfielder Nate
competition. It turns out the 'Feasors had
"Chief' Jameson an9 the trash-talking of
been destroyed 1 0-0 in the first game, and
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:� Displaced Brooklynite Matt Marquez
O'Carollan could only make it through law
school knowing that he is the sibject of
the schoor$.. most popular comic strip;

The ·s tudies of

g

L.L�LI.
i�
U.egal Lad,;;;- 2-L)
By .f'\aH

-rJ-ae

C:al"'lin,

2-L

Inf:.�i�vv
C.har,ter f,. '&AG.I<. 7t> Sc.l/001.. OR I
'Drt>N'"T" GiEO'I" ON L.Aw REOVIEOW &()'!"
KINT>A L.EOARNEOT> How -ro '&UJEO&OOK

§'"

�

s
�
.,....

�====:.1 £!1

'
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1 See Living Accommodations for Law Students.
LaiJ.!!erS Club. U. (Y)rc>< L. $CH. BLLL. CU. (Y);ch. L. Sch..
Am Arbor. l'lich.) (forthcom•g Nov. 5. 1997) at 1�5.

,;;,;,;
;.,; ���;,;;.,;;..;:::e;,�:__J_L..!.� �
I,;S
2 But see R.G. Edltor-In-Chief 1\riS Lenart (a new <u
Associate Editor on the (Y);chlgan Law ReVIew staff).

Um ... well. Jaime's door is always
open. or something like that. At least
your not living with six other d-Ls.J

;== 3 Private Jol<e, cf. any editiOn of 'Larry's World·

�j l
��·
�I

Matthew Marquez O'Carollan
401 S. Division

Strm, Apt. D,Ann Arbof, MI481(M•(31l)66.$-0782

EDUCATION & ACTIVITIES

University of Michigan Law School, Ann Arllo� Ml
Juris Doctor expected May 1999
•
•

•
•

Latino Law Student Association, Secretary

Michigan ]ou1711ll ofl.ilw R£fonn, Associate Editor

The Res Geslllt, Student Newspaper, Cartoonist

Ithaca College, Ithaca, NY
Bachelor of Arts, cum Illude, in Philosophy May 1993
• Ithaca Boy, Campus Superhero

:o

�i

Legal Lad, Superhero Extraordinaire

()

�

She told me to
t the details of my
cat neutering JOb and delete my list of
super-powers. We'll see if it gets me a
Job. Interviews start next weeki

10 '&e. Continued.,...

=: 7 Dtrector. Office of Career Services.

::i 8 Supposedly n :< weeks, but see supra No!e � panel 3.
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B & B 's BS
SHOCKINGI

Respected Law Professor Exposed!
Quick quiz for all you Commercial Law scholars out there.
Professor J.J. White teaches Commercial Transactions only at 8:00 a.m. because
a) as a former Air Force pilot he is used to getting up early in the morning.
b) he is a sadist
c) he needs to catch the 9:35 Northwest Airlines flight to Las Vegas where he leads a dual life as boxing referee/local
judge Mills Lane.
If you answered correctly, that's C, you can join the crack B & B investigative squad and reveal this charade to the legal and sports
community. I know some of you skeptics are thinking, "Hey didn't you tell us last winter that J.J. and Mills were separated at
birth." This is true, but new research has unveiled startling new coincidences. Explain away if you will these startling factoids:
•
•

•
•

•

•

Like Superman and Clark Kent, J.J. White and Mills Lane have never been seen together.
No one has ever had the guts to check and see if J.J. actually goes to his office on the 1Qth floor of legal research after
class each day.
Two words - bow ties.
Mills is a strong believer in the death penalty. If you are unsure how J.J. feels about the death penalty ask any of the
fourth year law students who took a J.J. class pass/fail in their "final" semester of law school.
Mills starts every boxing match with the slogan "Let's get it on ! " S tudents who have taken J.J.'s negotiations class
reported to B & B that J.J. starts every negotiation with the exact same catch phrase.
No heavyweight title fight has ever been refereed by Mills Lane at 8:00 a.m. Eastern Standard Time.

These coincidences not enough to convince you? Check out the latest photo comparisons:

Mills Lane in his courtroom.

Mills Lane in the ring.

1.1. White explaining a check-kiting
scheme to Evander Holyfield.

Even with all this evidence, B & B need your help in proving our theory once and for all. We tried interviewing some North
west Airlines personnel who may have spotted J.J. in his daily travels to and from Vegas, but all they said to us was, "Put your
keys in the basket and walk through slowly" and "Bubbye." Besides, J.J. is a pilot and could easily start flying his own plane
out of remote locations now that he knows the heat is on. But fear not, a conclusive method of proof was revealed in a New
York Times article on Mills. Because of his strong belief in capital punishment, Mills wears a gold hangman's noose on a
chain around his neck. If one of you students out there could help us out by ripping J.J.'s shirt off and revealing this same
noose our case will be proven. If you don't have the guts to do this, one of you Comm. Trans. Kids can just try biting the ear
off the person sitting next to you and see how long it takes J.J. to stop the fight. If he lets you get away with one bite, but ejects
you after the second, he is Mills.

An opportunity to be

Wor ld 's
Premier

part of the

Law Firm

International
Finance
New York

AMSTERDAM
BANGKOK

London

Hong Kong

The marketplace in which Clifford Chance operates is constantly evolving. To meet the
challenges and opportunities which lie ahead we have set ourselves an ambitious target
over the next 10 years. Quite simply, we aim to be the world's premier law firm.

BARCELONA
BRUSSELS
BUDAPEST
DUBAI
DUSSELDORF
FRANKFURT

Consistent with this, we will continue to expand the pool of U.S. lawyers in our
International Finance practice .
Over the next few months, we aim to recruit summer associates and new associates for
1 998 to be based initially in our New York office, with the possibility of transferring to
either our London or Hong Kong office .

HANOI

We are seeking law students who wish to make a career for themselves in the world of
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international finance .

HONG KONG

You will be part of a developing, dynamic, entrepreneurial team advising blue chip
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clients on securities work, bank finance, asset securitization, project finance, financial

MADRID

products and bank regulation, all with international aspects.

MOSCOW
NEW YORK
PARIS
PRAGUE
SHANGHAI

We will be interviewing at Michigan on Thursday, October 9th. If you would like to talk
to us but do not obtain an interview then, please send your resume and transcript to:

Jill Conway, Hiring Attorney, One New York Plaza, New York, NY 10004. Fax: (212)
709 4242.

SINGAPORE
TOKYO
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For more information about the firm, visit our web site:
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